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Abstract: When a man takes some action, he unconsciously compares
returns with risks, which may be derived from the action, and analyzes a large
quantity of information in his mind in order to make a decision. Even humans
in the primitive era, during hunting, might had instinctively compared returns
(expected fullness after hunting) with risks (danger of counterattack or fatigue
without getting any result). In this research, I am going to suggest how to face
risks aiming at returns taking the case of the automobile industry, and finally
try to attain “Visualization of return and risk”.
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1. Purpose of Visualization
1.1 Choosing financial products
When visiting counters of stock and bond houses, you may hear ”If you wish
to make a bigger gain, you also have to prepare for risks in its way.” A
proverb “Nothing ventured, nothing gained.” may have the same sense.

Fig.1 Risk/return relation of financial products
1.2 Sharpe ratio
The Sharpe ratio, invented by Professor William Sharpe in 1966 has been one
of the most referenced risk/return measures used in finance due to its
simplicity. The ratio's popularity has been boosted further since Professor
Sharpe won the Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences in 1990 for his
work on the capital asset pricing model (CAPM). Most people with a
financial background can quickly comprehend how to use the Sharpe ratio
and what the results represent. The ratio describes how much excess return
you are receiving for the extra volatility that you endure by holding a riskier
asset. When comparing two assets versus a common benchmark, the one with
the higher Sharpe ratio provides better return for the same risk. In other words,
the higher the number, the better the investment looks from a risk/return
perspective.

It may be difficult to evaluate risks. But here, we replace return and risk with
the expectation rate of return and standard deviation. Alternatives with higher
standard deviation have more risk.
1.3 Why Visualization needed
It is thought that companies choose economic rationalities. So they will aim
for maximum return with minimum risk. In the accepted theories as explained
about financial products, higher risk could bring higher return, and higher
return involves higher risk. Return and risk have strong positive correlation.
When we have to choose the action from several alternatives, how the right
decision could be made with the available information? I would like to take
the case of a global automobile company which has to decide where to
position new production bases. Each board member may have his/her own
policy in mind, but cannot easily understand the stances of each other. By
grasping return and risk quantitatively, he/she is able to clarify each position
for return and risk. Let’s try the “Visualization of return and risk”.
2. Positioning map of return and risk
2.1 How to make the Positioning map
First, as a procedure, set return for the vertical axis, and set risk for the
horizontal axis. Second, divide the field into four quadrants. The selectable
alternatives may be mapped like an oval. Think about where the first choice is
located. The first choice is the top right corner where low risk high return
alternatives are located. However, when there is not a viable target there, we
must search for the high-risk low- return area. I expressed this border as a
straight line, and named it as “Marginal target line”. The Marginal target line
moves to the direction of the lower left until it meets a target. We will be able
to choose more advantageous targets than others. However, it will be
laborious to convert return and risk into measurable numerals, and make them
measurable. And next, we have to consider how to calculate the slope of the
Marginal target line and y-intercept of that. In this model, we extract factors

which determine them and adopted a weighted average according to the
importance of each factor. In accordance with the above procedures, we can
accomplish the positioning map as below.
Remarks:
1. Almost all targets in the world are divided into four quadrants from a
viewpoint of return and risk.
2. Usually, higher risk could bring higher return, and higher return involves
higher risk, and lower risk could bring not so many. So the distribution of
targets may be mapped as an oval.
3. Choosing economic rationalities, the upper right would be the first choice,
and the lower left should be avoided.

Fig. 2 Conceptual diagram of the positioning map

3. Model case of the judgment for overseas production bases
3.1 What the framework of return and risk is
Here, let's consider how the final decision should be made among possible
alternatives. We deal with the case of the automobile company which plans to
build overseas production bases. It depends on each company, in light of the
market environment or competition, which factors should be emphasized in
making decisions. This time, as a versatile model case, we have tried making
framework of return and risk.
3.2 How to make framework of return and risk
First, as a procedure, make a“Mapping standards” extracting several factors
which determine each item of mapping. And try indexation of each item by
ranking or leveling of each factor. Second, make a “Mark list for each
mapping area (return and risk)” and a“Mark list for trial companies (slope and
y-intercept)” in the same way. Finally, by mapping each possible area of
overseas production bases and overlay the Marginal target line of company A
and company B on it. Then we can accomplish “Positioning map for
advancement overseas”. As indexation of return, we adopt economic growth
rate as representative, and make an adjustment by attracting industries policy
or educational background and wage level of the local employees. And as
indexation of risk, we adopt information on overseas safety from the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs of Japan, and make an adjustment by the progress of
infrastructure development or exchange rate volatility. As for slope of the
Marginal target line, we adopt position in the competition and management
philosophy or policy. And for y-intercept, we adopt the surplus of excess cash
and so on. For these analyses I picked up data from the homepage of JETRO
or each company when I made this paper in 2007. Therefore I hope you to
understand the data is old at the present time.

Table.1

Mapping standards

4. Obtained results and remarks

Fig.3 Positioning map for advancement overseas
4.1 Obtained results
Now, think about what kind of results could be obtained from the Positioning
map. First, as the targets with high-return low-risk, North America and
China were chosen. Allowing higher-risk and lower-return, Latin America or
Russia becomes the target. If you can take effective measures to create new
markets or hedge the risk, you can take the target on upper (higher return) or
the farther right side (lower risk). Because company A, the leader in the
industry, has ample funds in hand and its business is very stable, it could have

the advantage of choosing targets in many areas. On the other hand, company
B which is more of a niche in the industry and has strengths in specific fields
may not have a deep pocket. If Company B acquires more free cash flow and
improves its physical strength, it will be able to pull down the Marginal target
line. As a result, company B can expand the target range. Also challenging
spirit against higher-risk may capture targets with higher return. As the
Marginal target line gets closer to a horizontal line, the company does not
have to be concerned about the risk so much. If the Marginal target line
becomes completely horizontal, that means the company has nothing to do
with the risk. By thinking in such a way, we can guess how the competitor has
made a decision. This time, we have taken the case of overseas advancement
of the automobile industry. For Company A, I quoted data of Toyota Motor
Corporation. And as for Company B, I quoted data of Scania, a major
Swedish automotive industry manufacturer of commercial vehicles –
specifically heavy trucks and buses. Today, Scania has production facilities in
Sweden, France, Netherlands, Argentina, Brazil, Poland, and Russia. In
addition, there are assembly plants in ten countries in Africa, Asia and Europe.
Scania's sales and service organizations as well as finance companies are
worldwide. In this way, Scania is actively expanding its oversea business
operations.
Based on the above observations, we conclude as follows.
・By organizing complicated information about the countries or areas where
we plan to expand and visualizing their position, we can make each
decision-maker’s recognition clear.
・By changing the basic values or correction values according to the purpose
of examination, we can customize positioning maps.
・We can predict acceptable degree of risk from the position of the countries
or areas where we plan to expand, compared to our free cash flow.
・We also can infer competing company’s determination process under the
environment surrounding them.

Since this framework has versatility, it can be applied to our daily life. For
example, how about the case of job searching or marriage partner searching.
In the case of job searching, factors which determine return will be lifelong
wages or the gratification of doing the work. On the other hand factors which
determine risk will be employee turnover rate and so on. Factors which
determine the Marginal target line will be employability or challenger's spirit.
The 2012 White Paper on Small and Medium Enterprises in Japan says “As
Asian markets grow, demand in Japan stagnates and customers move abroad,
SMEs in manufacturing and the wholesale trade sectors, among others, are
also moving overseas. In order to do business overseas SMEs will be required
to overcome certain obstacles and cope with challenges and risks which are
different from those in Japan. Numerous examples are found of SMEs that
have established better overseas outlets taking advantage of their strengths
that have lain semi-dormant in domestic markets and which revitalize their
operations in Japan. In order to expand overseas businesses, SMEs need to
have a clear understanding of the risks and challenges involved. SMEs which
determine to advance overseas need to polish up their strengths at first. In
other words, some type of competitive technique should be acquired. The
2012 White Paper also says “financial reserves were identified as the most
necessary requirement for making foreign direct investments.” Good physical
condition is also required. If the above-mentioned conditions are met, by
foreseeing with an assumed risk, mental strength is needed at last.
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Fig.4 Three qualities for overseas advancement
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